
Meerkat English – Week 3– 04.05.20 
Focus area: Writing and editing a story– Jumanji (The Game) 

Thank you for all of your hard work.  
Again, this PowerPoint consists of 5 activities for the week, which 

should take around 45 minutes each to complete. 
Some activities may involve more than one task and if possible 

please complete them in order.  
All questions and answers should ideally be written on paper or in 

a notebook for work to be kept together. 
If it is possible, please photograph or scan and send me 

completed work as this will show me how the week went, 
allowing me to provide feedback.  

If you have any questions regarding the activities set, please email 
me: 

 meerkats@bratton.wilts.sch.uk 
Thank you,  
Mrs Stokes 

mailto:meerkats@bratton.wilts.sch.uk


Activity 1  
• Login to reading eggs.  

• Today you all have 2 activities to complete:  

- Reading comprehension  

- Spelling activity  

 

• If you have spare time, try and earn more eggs 
for your collection. 

 

End of activity 1  



Activity 2 – Editing  

• Editing is a really important skill that everyone 
needs to do with their writing to check for 
sense and make improvements. Sometimes, 
sentences can be improved by making the 
slightest of adjustments. 

• This may include changing a noun or verb with 
a word of similar meaning (synonym) or using 
more powerful adjectives. It may also include 
adding more detail to a description to create a 
more vivid picture in the reader’s mind.  

 



Main things you are likely to edit: 
1. Noun - Person, place or thing. 

2. Verb - Doing/ action word 

3. Adjective - Describing the noun 

4. Adverb - How the action is being done 

We also need to make sure: 

1. Punctuation is accurate – Making sure full stops, capital 
letters and commas are in the correct places but also that 
higher level punctuation is used such as ellipses …, brackets 
()or semi –colons ;. 

2. Sentence starters vary – Giving your work variety and not 
always repeating the way you start sentences will keep a 
reader engaged.  

3. Spelling – We should aim for all spellings to be correct. 



Example  

The old man walked slowly down the street. 

 

Can you figure out what type of word each 
colour is? 

Red =  

Yellow =  

Blue =  

Green =  

Answers are on the next slide… 



Answer 

The old man walked slowly down the street. 

 

Can you figure out what type of word each 
colour is? 

Red =  adjective 

Yellow = noun 

Blue = verb 

Green = adverb 



Task 1 – We are going to edit some sentences. 
Write the sentence out and write your new one 

underneath.  
Edit the adjective and verb in each sentence to change the description of 
the noun. 

Example:  

Sally walked towards the old shop.  Sally sprinted towards the sparkling 
new shop. 
1. Sarah avoided the red chair. 
2. Aaron was playing with a bouncy ball. 
3. The grumpy child sat in the corner. 
Edit the adverb in each sentence. 
Example:  
Barry was happily doing exercise.   Barry was miserably doing exercise.  
4. Sarah sang beautifully in the shower. 
5. John cut an onion carefully. 
6. Steven foolishly tripped over a stick. 

 

 



Task 2 – Edit and rewrite this passage to add 
interest. There may be other errors to correct too. 

Look back at slide 3 to help you with your 
checking.  

I stare down at my shoes, it was my furst day of Year 6 and I was 
feeling happy.  Mum walked with me to school and we went 
under tall oak trees. I made lots of friends and had fun at break. I 
ate a sandwich and some crisp from my packed lunch. When I 
got home I told mum about my day while we ate fish and chips 

 

The next slide has an example for you to see. 
 



Mrs 
Jeffery’s 
example: 



End of activity 2  
 



Activity 3   
Task 1 -Homophones/Handwriting 
Homophones are words that sound the same, but have 

different meanings and different spellings. 
Your task is to write these sentences, while practising your 
handwriting, making sure you use the correct homophone. 

 
 
1)  “Would you like a piece/peace of cake?” 
2)  The boots were too deer/dear for most people to afford. 
3)  The boys wanted to fish from the end of the peer/pier. 
4)  The church choir sang a beautiful hymn/him. 
5)  “When you were away, I really mist/missed you.” 

 

Extension task – can you think of any more homophones? 



Task 2 - Story planning  

• Now let’s think about a brand new version of 
‘The Game’.  

• It doesn't have to be set in school or involve a 
game.  

• You could even write the sequel (a continued 
story) about what happens when Billy 
investigates the game the next time it’s wet 
play! 

• I have put a few ideas on the next slide (under 
each question) to help your thinking.  

 

 



Task 1- Write and answer the following 
questions.  

1. Where could the story take place? e.g. a field, 
a football match, a restaurant, at home.  

2. What could the object be? e.g. a book, shoes, 
wand, a phone, a bucket, a pen. 

3. What happens when the object is found? e.g. 
events in the book come to life, shoes turn 
you into different people, wands cast 
disastrous spells, phones turn people into 
robots. 



Task 2  
 Now add your ideas 

to the boxed-up 
plan, based on The 
Game, so you can 
plan your whole 

story.  
 

Once you have 
finished planning, try 
verbally telling your 

story to someone 
(like you would for a 

talk homework). 
Remember to add 

any extra ideas you 
had to your plan. 



End of activity 3  



Activity 4  
You are now going to have the task of creating your own 
version of The Game. I am really looking forward to reading 
them. 
 
You had a go at writing your own version last Friday, still using 
the school as a setting. This time the story is your own. Last 
week, you may have written the whole story but you may have 
only written part of it.  
 
Today is what we have been working towards. All of the lessons 
until this point have been taught to help you create you own 
story using various writing techniques. I have created a story 
myself as an example that I will share on the next slide (I have 
only completed half of my story, but hopefully it will help 
inspire you with yours). 



The Game 
Chris and Leila were sprinting through the magical forest they called their second home. This had become a 
weekly challenge where they bolted towards the lake in order to play on their make-shift swing. The two 
youngsters had been best friends since they were 5 so now that they were 11, they knew each other like the back 
of their hands. Known for winding each other up and playing pranks on one another, they met here each week to 
relax and make up funny stories to tell their friends in school on Monday.  

“Chris, did you see Paul’s face last week when I said I spotted a UFO above his house?” laughed Leila, while 
mimicking the expression of what must have been Paul’s pale face. 

“Yes! I ended up having to put my hand over my mouth to stop myself from laughing too loud. You can be evil 
sometimes.” he breathlessly replied as he had beaten Leila to the swing. 

Chris carried on talking, when all of a sudden he realised Leila had gone very quiet. He turned around to see her 
climbing a tree. Panic struck his face.  

“WHAT ARE YOU DOING?” Chris shouted as Leila crept higher and higher.  

“Something is glistening in the nest and I can’t help but investigate.  OH MY! It is an enormous pearl… no it’s an 
egg… I’m not really sure what it is.” 

As soon as Leila touched it, a ferocious sound pieced both their ear drums. A tree next to them burst into flames. 
It wasn’t until another tree boomed to light, that they both realised the sound and fire came from above them. 

“Is that…….. A DDDDDRAGON!”  Chris stammered.  

“Run!” shouted Leila, whilst picking up the egg. 

Chris was faster than Leila so he took the lead, but when he checked behind him, he noticed that Leila wasn’t 
there. The egg was there but she wasn’t… 

 



 
Please make sure you edit your 
work once you have finished. 

 
 
 
 
 

End of activity 4 



Activity 5 (Bank holiday but a fun 
activity to do if you wish) 

 

Task 1 – Well done for finishing your story. Once you have 
fully edited it (slides 2-6), why not publish it? On the next 
few slides there are some simple instructions for making a 
mini book from a piece of A4 paper. Alternatively, you 
could watch a mini-book being made and follow the 
instructions using this link: 

https://cutt.ly/QtvAkwq  

https://cutt.ly/QtvAkwq
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End of activity 5  


